
 
The amended OJD discussion paper, now available for comment, continues with the decade-

long approach of pumping out reams of material without addressing the central issue.  

The question still remains -  Why did Australia ever need a national OJD program in the first 

place? 

 Had a series of questions and answers been applied to this problem originally all the pain and 

suffering endured by industry could have been avoided. 

  

Following is the OJD version of Q&A.  

  

Which sheep producing countries in the world have OJD - All.  

Have any eradicated it - No.  

Is there any mechanism by which we can guarantee freedom from OJD bacteria in any given 

sheep producing area of Australia - No.  

Is there any test that will guarantee freedom from OJD bacteria in a sheep flock - No.  

Are sheep the only host animal that can carry and spread the bacteria - No.  

Is there any cure for OJD - No.  

Can the bacteria that cause OJD be eradicated - No.  

Can we stop the spread of OJD bacteria - No. 

 Is there any preventative measure that can be used against OJD - Yes.  

What is that measure - Vaccination.  

Is there any choice of vaccines - No (at least we were not stupid enough to use the live one!!).  

Will vaccination effectively prevent mortalities from OJD in a flock - Yes.  

Will vaccination prevent the spread of OJD - No (Vaccinates still shed the Bacteria) .  

  

It is obvious therefore that OJD is a disease that Australia will be compelled to live with but 

deaths from it can be eliminated by a single shot lifetime vaccination. Why then did it 

become a bigger issue than things like fly strike, foot abscess and even more importantly -

 drench resistant worms (DRW)? 

 A comparison of OJD and DRW shows the latter to be a far greater problem.  

Whilst neither can be eradicated or contained in any given area - the effects of OJD can be 

bowled over with one lifetime vaccine shot whereas drenching is taking place every few 

weeks on some properties in an effort to combat DRW, usually with minimal success.  

There is no National Programme for DRW - no trade restrictions - no zoning - no mention of 

it on an AHS. The only avenue open to purchasers of sheep is to adhere to the old rule of 

"Buyer Beware".  

The issue is simply left up to the individual sheep producer to make his/her own enquiries 

and decisions.  

To quote Father Thoroughfare from the old ABC TV program "Fast Forward"  -  "There is 

something in that for all of us" 

OJD is just another disease to be dealt with by the sheep industry along with all the rest. The 

national programme was a complete debacle from the outset and needs banishing from 

Australia forthwith. We have already wasted over a decade fiddling around with this 

(nothing) issue. If the sheep and wool industry is to progress and remain profitable it is high 

time we focused on core issues. 
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